We investigated using the LDC English/Chinese bilingual wordlists for English-Chinese cross language retrieval. It is shown that the Chinese-to-English wordlist can be considered as both a phrase and word dictionary, and is preferable to the English-to-Chinese version in terms of phrase translation and word translation selection. Additional techniques such as frequency-based term selection, translation set weighting and term co-occurrence data were employed. Experiments show that within the TREC 5&6 Chinese corpus and retrieval environment, 74% of monolingual effectiveness is achievable for short queries of a few English words, and 85% for long queries of paragraph sizes.
Introduction
Cross language information retrieval (CLIR) concerns the research, development and implementation of methods and systems to facilitate users having one (source) language skill to do retrieval of collections written in another (target) language. In recent years the Internet has provided the hardware, software and logistics to allow users access websites around the globe easily, literally bringing worldwide information to one's desktop. However, the issue of language begins to surface. One could not make use of information written in a foreign language if one cannot search in that language or comprehend it effectively. Thus, there is a need for cross language retrieval [1, 2, 3] , as well as usable document translation back to the source language for user comprehension. In this paper, we focus on the retrieval aspect of this access problem. In particular, because English is practically the world language, and China is not only populous but is also becoming a world power important in all walks of life, there is added significance in solving the English-Chinese CLIR issues.
Recently [4] we have experimented with the query translation approach for CLIR using the Chinese resources in TREC (Text REtrieval Conference, see for example [5] ). This experimental environment consists of 54 topics (queries) in both Chinese and English languages, about 170 MB of GB-encoded texts from Peoples' Daily and XinHua news articles, and the evaluated answer documents for each query that were judged manually. Our approach was to convert the English queries to Chinese using an inexpensive COTS software called Transperfect. Un-translated words were further looked-up in a small bilingual dictionary. The translated queries were then used for retrieval in our bilingual PIRCS IR system, and results compared to those of monolingual using the original Chinese queries. With short queries of a few words, it was shown [4] that mean average precision from 53% to 62% (i.e. 0.237 to 0.277 vs. 0.449) of monolingual can be achieved depending on whether multiple or unique mode translation is employed. Unique mode means the output has a unique translation for each English word or phrase, while multiple mode means choosing the option to have three alternative output to hedge for translation errors. With these short queries, it appears that multiple mode may introduce too much noise and is less effective. Similar effectiveness of about 61% is also achieved for paragraph-size long queries (i.e. 0.325 to 0.332 vs. 0.536 monolingual mean average precision).
Further sophisticated techniques from IR such as pre-translation query expansion and retrieval combination can additionally bring results to over 70% of monolingual.
Using a machine translation package, though workable, has its drawbacks. Commercial software is generally a black box that one can use but not manipulate for experimentation or for fine turning. For example, their dictionaries as well as parsing strategies are proprietary. With low cost versions, they do not come with an API, and are supported in a PC platform only. This makes interfacing with an existing IR system working under UNIX for example quite difficult. However, they do allow investigators to establish a basis for comparison using other resources. The purpose of this work is to investigate how bilingual wordlists may be employed to translate the queries, and to compare their CLIR effectiveness with the translation package and to the original Chinese monolingual results. Bilingual wordlists are beginning to be available (either by manual compilation, by statistical alignment based on existing parallel texts [6] , or obtained through web mining for example [7] ), and it is under better control by the user. Using wordlist look-up would not give a 'translation-style' output for the queries, but IR does not need accurate syntax, style nor readability --good content term translation usually would suffice. Various investigators have also employed dictionaries and wordlists with variedly successful results, such as: [8] (Spanish-English), [9, 10] (Finnish-English), [11] (Spanish-English), [12] (French-English), [13] (Chinese-English), [14] (Korean-English). This paper has focus on EnglishChinese CLIR and is organized as follows: Section 2 describes properties of the wordlists we used; Section 3 describes disambiguation methods for wordlist translation, and Section 4 discusses our experiments and results. Section 5 has the conclusion.
Properties of LDC Wordlists
Although there are many web sites offering EnglishChinese translation facility, actual bilingual dictionaries that are machine-readable for program access are rare. Recently LDC (Linguistic Data Consortium) has made available for research a fairly large bilingual wordlist (also referred to as a dictionary) of about 120K records (http://www.morph.ldc.edu/Projects/Chinese). LDC actually provides two lists: one for Chinese-toEnglish version 2 (ldc2ce), and another from English-to-Chinese (ldc2ec), and it was reported that ldc2ec is obtained from the former. We looked at both lists, found some differences and eventually decided that for English-Chinese retrieval, it may be better to employ ldc2ce as is (without inversion as done in Davies for Spanish-English) rather than the obvious English-to-Chinese wordlist ldc2ec. Examples of both lists appear below: These are separated by slashes '/', but have no indication of which ones are more important. Thus, after picking up all translations for an English word, one has to provide more powerful phrase formation or disambiguation methods to select or weigh them in later processes before retrieval. Note that the two senses of 'china' can be differentiated using the case for 'c'. Currently we do not make use of this property.
In the ldc2ce dictionary however, each Chinese term is followed by translations/explanations in English that are also separated by slashes. The translations also may be synonymous with each other, or correspond to the different senses of the Chinese term like line 9. Within a translation, there may be additional clarification or explanation enclosed by parenthesis (lines 11,13 and 14). If we perform string matching between an English query and the translations in ldc2ce, we can locate not only single words but also many phrases of common usage. Thus, ldc2ce may be considered as a word as well as a phrase dictionary. Moreover, the structure of the wordlist and the way a query string is embedded in the translations can provide us with a mechanism for ranking some translations over others for selection purposes. This report describes some of the methods used for exploiting ldc2ce, and their results for English-Chinese CLIR. The ldc2ce was indexed and a text database created for query translation. Thus, given an English word or phrase in a query, we are able to pull out all the entries that contain it. If the coverage is wide and the translation is good, the correct Chinese word(s) corresponding to the English should have a high probability of being among the entries pulled. The next issue is how to narrow them down.
Disambiguating Wordlist Translation
We investigated the 54 TREC 5 and 6 Chinese topics (with English translations) for retrieval. Both short (from the title section of a TREC topic only, averaging about 6.5 English words and 12.5 characters of the Chinese version) and long (from all sections of a topic) queries were formed. Short queries are more realistic and also harder to get good results. An example short query is shown below with the original English and Chinese. The English version was employed for our query translation process, and the Chinese version is assumed to be a correct translation of the English, and used as the basis for our monolingual result.
Query 001
Original English:
U.S. to separate the most-favored-nation status from human rights issue in China. Original Chinese:
?ÒoÛÒüY ãKû®]FÕµÒZÛ
During query processing, each English word is first truncated of trailing-s according to the Porter's algorithm. Stemming is done only after the word is not found, and it is limited to simple stemming such as removing -ing, -ed, -ion, etc. This is to preserve as much of the original meaning as possible. A direct lookup of a query word in the wordlist generally would lead to a large number of records pulled because of multiple use, synonyms and the many senses of the word. Methods to disambiguate these entries are therefore necessary.
We investigated several methods in succession to narrow down the number of translations: wordlist structurebased, phrase-based, corpus-based, weighting for translation word set, and word-word co-occurrence association strength.
Wordlist Structure-based Disambiguation
In wordlist-based method, which was introduced in [4] , a score is assigned to each entry extracted depending on the format and structure of the translation. If an English source word (e.g. 'human') exactly matches an entry translation like line 8, the translation is assigned a high 'single word' score of ws1: the correspondence in meaning between the English and Chinese word should be precise and uncontaminated by other uses of the same English word. When the source word is embedded in a string of text like /human race/, the translation could be fuzzier and a lesser score ws2 < ws1 is assigned. If the source word occurs in a string that is within a parenthesis pair, like line 13, it could be way off in meaning and is assigned the lowest score of ws3. When a word occurs several times in an entry, only the top score for this entry will be used. Out-ofvocabulary words not found are left as is untranslated. Words that occur more than n times (a threshold) in the wordlist are also left un-translated, and this takes care of most of the function words that are not useful for retrieval. The reason we do not use a stopword list is that some may combine with others to form phrases, and we do not want to miss them. This list of candidates is sorted and only the set of top scoring translations are kept for this English word. Finally, duplicates and sub-strings are also removed.
In addition, we prefer short word translations (2 to 5 characters) compared to long ones. Long translations often bring in noise. After this wordlist-based elimination, our sample query becomes 'translated' as follows:
by ldc2ce
Query 001: by ldc2ec
For the ldc2ce translation result, it is observed that there are many synonyms and ways of representing the word 'most', as well as the many sense translations (several inappropriate) for words like 'status', 'issue', etc. If we had not selected them based on scores, there would be many more.
The same query using ldc2ec mapping is also shown. Here, one has to deal with many more alternatives; although it is also true that ldc2ec does pick up a correct translation ÛÕ for the word 'separate' that was missed by ldc2ce.
Phrase-based Disambiguation
It is well known that translating phrases using the individual single word components is often erroneous because the meaning of phrases can be non-compositional in nature.
Even if it is compositional in meaning, such as 'nuclear power plant', the individual words may have many senses (e.g. plant), and word-based translations would be contaminated with erroneous senses. [11] have shown the importance of phrase translation in English-Spanish CLIR.
To do effective CLIR, phrase translation appears important.
For each record that was pulled by a word in Section 3.1, we first screen for the presence of a phrase match: defined as consecutive words of a query matching on an English description in ldc2ce. If there is exact match (like line 3 for 'human rights' for Query 001), the translation would be assigned the highest phrase score of ps1 and all single word translations for this phrase position would be ignored. Also longest phrase match overrules subphrase matches. There were 19 correct and 1 erroneous (query #28) phrase matches affecting 17 of these 54 short queries, and they bring large improvements (over 10%) in retrieval. These are not found in ldc2ec and are shown below. Currently we do not consider embedded phrase matches. Query 001:
Q#
The two phrase matches: ÕµÒ and not only bring in the correct terms as used in the manual translation, but also eliminates a number of inappropriate words due to translations of the single word components. .
Corpus Frequency-based Disambiguation
One of the functions of a dictionary is good coverage and often many obscure, infrequent Chinese words or phrases are captured in the list. These may not be useful for IR. When an English word has multiple translations, one simple way to select the correct sense(s) is according to the probability of usage.
Since the translated words are to be used for retrieval in a target corpus, the frequency of word usage in that corpus could be useful for selection purposes. Thus, the list of translation output from Section 3.2 are segmented and sorted according to corpus occurrence frequency. For each list, preference is given to translation words of two to five characters first, and then single character followed by words of any length. Only the top n (say 3 or 5) highest frequency translations were kept. Long words of six or more characters may be too specific and may risk introducing large amount of noise when they are wrong. Thus, using the top three mappings, our example query translation is further reduced to: Query 001:
The mapping output appears reasonable for this dozen-word English query except that multiple senses of the words for 'separate', 'status' and 'issue' are present.
Weighting for Translation Set
When an English query word, E 1 , is translated into several Chinese counterparts, say C 11 , C 12 , .. C 1n , one could consider them as individual words forming a query, and weigh them in the usual way. For example, the query-focused retrieval process in our PIRCS system leads to a 'tf*idf' type formula where 'tf' is a sigmoid function S(.) of d k /L d , and 'idf' is approximately a log function of N w /F k . Here, d k = term k frequency in a document of length L d ; F k = collection term frequency of k and N w = total number of terms used (17) . Thus, this query-focused retrieval status value (RSV)= S(d k /L d )*log (N w /F k ), and the log factor is the inverse collection term frequency.
One could imagine grouping the translated Chinese words into two sets: one (G a ) with members that are synonymous with each other and reflecting the meaning of E 1 correctly. The other group G b contains the rest that are wrong translations of E 1 . Either group could be empty. G a plays the part of a synonymous thesaurus class and can be considered as one single high level term with collection term frequency = Σ F k in G a . For G b , one can consider the words as a class of wrong translations and would like to set its 'tf' value to zero. Unfortunately one does not know how to make this division of good and bad translations. Some of these bad translation terms may have low collection term frequencies and lead to large values for their 'idf', adversely affecting retrieval. To minimize this effect, we assign a collection term frequency in the 'tf*idf' formula for every term in a translation set to Max F k + tc*( ΣF kMax F k ), where tc is a variable translation coefficient <=1, and the sum is over all terms in the set. When tc=1, the whole translation set is considered synonymous. Max F k is chosen as an approximation to F k in G a only, but we do not know which term belongs to G a . Weighting for a translation set has been introduced in the past [9, 10] .
When weighting is employed, we have relaxed the number of terms selected (discussed in Section 3.3) to the top five or six terms. It turns out that variations in tc do not lead to much differences. Most of the time experiments show that setting tc=1 is a good choice for the parameter. For long queries, sometimes slightly better effectiveness may result by using a value smaller or larger than 1.
Co-occurrence based Disambiguation
It is well-known in computational linguistics that when two words co-occur in adjacency or close proximity much more often than chance, this word pair may be considered as a collocation, or a common two-word phrase. This has been employed for translation disambiguation and word pairing, see for example [14, 15] . Thus, if two adjacent English words E 1 and E 2 map into two sets of Chinese words {C 11 , C 12 , .. C 1n }, {C 21 , C 22 , .. C 2n } respectively, one can study the co-occurrence strengths among the (C 1i , C 2j ) pairs in the target corpus and retain only those that satisfy certain criteria of good association. This way, many spurious words may be suppressed for output.
There are many techniques for evaluating good associations such as methods based on hypothesis testing, likelihood ratios, or mutual information [16] . Our purpose is to see if co-occurrence data can further enhance the results obtained based on Sections 3.1-3.4. We experimented using the mutual information measure and the Chi-square test. In both cases, we retain only those that have strong evidence of word-pair association, and both methods gave quite similar results. This is done because the set of Chinese words mapped from one single English word, even though often noisy, may also have a query expansion effect that benefits retrieval. This benefit will be lost when we retain only a unique (or a small number of) word pair(s) instead. Thus, as a trade-off between selecting a good phrase that we are reasonably sure of, and keeping the multiple terms for their query expansion effect, we chose a high threshold (400.0 for short queries and 1000.0 for long queries) for the chi-square formula: (where N is the total number of tokens, O 11 is the observed count of (C 1i ,C 2j ) occurring in a window of 11 terms, O 22 being the opposite, O 12 , O 21 are the frequencies of seeing in a window either C 1i or C 2j only). A single threshold of 5.5 has been found to be effective for both short and long queries using the mutual information formula:
At these high thresholds we chose, both χ 2 and mutual information agreed on many word-pairs and they are mostly correct. Successful examples are: query #1 -ÕµÒZwhere ÕµÒ(most-favored nation) is a unique phrase and Z(status) is disambiguated from the set of translations for status: {¢8Ö ZPÒ}; query #10 -X è border trading) is disambiguated from the two sets of mapping for border {X![!/`and for trade {èïº}; query #32 -E §` (smuggling, drugs) is disambiguated from the set for drugs {,`,> §``and smuggle has unique translation.Examples of failure are: query #2 -ËË Ø% (parts exchange) for technical exchanges where technical is mapped to {Uü, ËË, Â} and exchanges to {y, &%, Ø%, ÎØ, Ô%} (an inappropriate translation of 'technicals' to 'ËË' meaning 'parts' in Chinese is present in ldc2ce); query #32 -D aeí (cup challenge) for Cali {D =m,6þ} and cartel {Öï, Ý, aeí, l,;}. By chance, the collocation D aeí has a 'sports' sense with high co-occurrence association, while the more appropriate but still incorrect translation 6þ Öï does not. 2-3.5) , percentage of monolingual basis achieved, and the number of better performance vs. the number of unequal cases as compared to the row marked (signtest basis): 'single words' entry (ldc2ce) or the 'single words+tc=0' entry (ldc2ec). These counts are shown only if the difference is significant at the 5% confidence level using the 1-tail sign test.
Results and Discussion

Short Queries
It is seen that employing ldc2ce, our disambiguation methods successively bring better effectiveness, improving the mean average precision (MAP) from 0.2303 (single-word translations based on word-list structure, Section 3.1), 0.2592 (add phrase translation, Section 3.2), 0.2974 (add translation weighting tc=0, Section 3.4), to .3217 (select top 5 single words based on corpus frequency Section 3.3 and setting tc=1).
The next rows contain results using term-term cooccurrence to further disambiguate translation sets: 'chi' means using χ 2 and 'mi' means using mutual information thresholds to select meaningful pairs. These bring additional improvements in MAP of about 2%. However, co-occurrence data is expensive to evaluate on the fly -it increases translation time about 5-fold (from about 10 seconds to sometimes over a minute). Whether the 2-3% improvement in effectiveness is worth the processing price is debatable. Further experimental studies with more varied queries and collections are warranted. Considering the most sophisticated methods, most of the differences from the 'single word' approach are statistically significant. For example, best approach without using co-occurrence data has MAP equals 0.3217 (72% of monolingual) and has 35 out of 53 precision values better than 'single word' and 1 equal. By adding term-term co-occurrence data and mutual information, this achieves a MAP value of 0.3308 (74% of monolingual result) and has 37 out of 53 precision values better than 'single word' and 1 equal. All these are better than results based on MT Table 1 .
Shown also in Table 1 are the results of using ldc2ec. This wordlist brings in so many translation alternatives that right at the beginning we need to use translation weighting (with tc=0) to help disambiguation and report a result of .2009 average precision. Selection based on corpus term frequency improves this value to 0.2320. At this point, we bring in the phrases from ldc2ce and manually remove Ì= (meaning chinaware that was not mapped in ldc2ce) in the translation for 'china', the effectiveness advances to 0.2947. Setting tc=1 brings the result of 0.3083, quite close but still less than using ldc2ce alone. Thus, it appears preferable to employ the Chinese-to-English wordlist ldc2ce for English-Chinese CLIR use, rather than the Englishto-Chinese version. Fig.1 plots the precision-recall curves for the basis vs. selected disambiguation methods using the ldc2ce wordlist. It is seen that the gap between monolingual and cross language retrieval is still large. 
Long Queries
Similar cross-lingual results using paragraph-long queries (i.e. including the title, description and narrative sections of the TREC topics) are shown in Table 2 . The disambiguation methods start from a MAP value of 0.3405 using 'single word' translation, 0.3698 when phrases are added, 0.4323 when translation set weighting is performed, 0.4450 after additionally limiting to 5 high occurrence terms for each translation, and to 0.4527 when co-occurrence data with the mutual information threshold is also considered. The last MAP value is 85% of the monolingual basis, much better than the 74% for short queries, even though this long query basis is at a much higher level (MAP 0.5357 vs. 0.4496 for short). 14 of the 54 CLIR queries have better precision than the monolingual counterpart.
It appears that with short queries, the cost of a wrong translation is more severe because there is not sufficient redundancy to ameliorate the problem. This can be observed by comparing Fig. 2 with 4 . They tabulate individual query precisions for both query types. The low effectiveness for the short Again, employing co-occurrence data improves effectiveness by about 2% only, but the cost of translation becomes substantial -it took 5 to 10 minutes per query. It seems that the disambiguation methods Section 3.1-3.4 in succession can already bring about a large percentage of the cross language retrieval effectiveness, and they are reasonably efficient. Their results are also much better than the machine translation package used alone.
Conclusion
We showed that the English/Chinese bilingual wordlists of medium size (~120K) from LDC are reasonable for CLIR investigations under the TREC environment. However, the structure of the Chineseto-English version can be employed as a phrase dictionary as well as providing some word translation selection criteria, and appears more useful than the English-to-Chinese version.
Using this wordlist alone can bring effectiveness to about 74% of monolingual result for short queries, and about 85% for long. It is also better than using a COTS translation software under similar conditions. Employing a wordlist is more flexible and gives users better control. We have additionally made use of corpus document and collection term frequency for selection and weighting, as well as term-term cooccurrence data to help diminish translation ambiguity. However, term-term co-occurrence data only brings improvements of about 2% but is time consuming to generate on the fly. Longer expression of information needs can provide redundancy to help overcome inadequate translations. It can also lead to better retrieval results in general as shown before [17] , and is therefore highly recommended for CLIR. One could also incrementally update the inappropriate entries in the LDC dictionaries, or merge multiple bilingual wordlists to improve translation coverage. 
